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In H is for Hook: A Fishing Alphabet, seasoned angler Judy
Young tackles topics such as types of lures, where to fish,
and what equipment you will need, along with the basics of
cleaning, filleting, and cooking your final catch. And since
every fisherman loves to brag about the "one that got away,"
she includes suggestions on how to capture your fishing
memories through journals and photography. For anglers
everywhere, reading H is for Hook is the next best thing to
being at the end of a fishing pole waiting to land that big one.
Inspired by a vignette in the classic Curious George Flies a
Kite, this amusing episode shows George at his curious best
trying to catch a fish.
Watermelon 1st Birthday Guest Book Looking for the cutest
Birthday Guest Book? This is the one!. Our adorably-themed
guestbook offers: * 1 single-sided page per Guest to write
their Name, Address, Birthday Wishes & Special Message to
the Parents * Space for your favorite Baby's Birthday day
photos * BONUS 5 gift log pages at the back of the book * A
Beautiful artistic softcover * High-quality thick binding with
durable white paper * Square format 8.5 x 8.5 It makes it the
perfect keepsake with memories and beautiful words from
friends and family, to cherish for years to come
The New York Times best-selling book exploring the
counterproductive reactions white people have when their
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(Michael Eric Dyson), antiracist educator
Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates the phenomenon of white
fragility and “allows us to understand racism as a practice not
restricted to ‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine). Referring to the
defensive moves that white people make when challenged
racially, white fragility is characterized by emotions such as
anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors including
argumentation and silence. These behaviors, in turn, function
to reinstate white racial equilibrium and prevent any
meaningful cross-racial dialogue. In this in-depth exploration,
DiAngelo examines how white fragility develops, how it
protects racial inequality, and what we can do to engage
more constructively.
Birthday's only comes once a year, so why not celebrate it in
style...Right? This Birthday blank lined journal comes with a
100 pages and the most gorgeous 6 x 9 cover making it
convenient and the perfect size for you to carry anywhere for
writing, journaling and note taking Keeping a Birthday Journal
is the perfect way to create a memory book for every year.
Keep special drawings and stories all in one place and watch
as your child's development changes.Record special
moments and events throughout the year. This birthday
notebook/journal makes the perfect birthday gift for that
special little person. A birthday gift that works for any age for
all your friends and family, all you need to do is grab a nice
ribbon tie a bow or pop it in a nice lovely gift bag and you all
set no thinking required giving you enough time to enjoy that
special day with that special loved one.
Happy 1st Birthday Baby Guest BookRubber Ducky Duck
Pink Theme Decorations | Girl First Anniversary Party Sign in
Memory Keepsake with Gift Log Tracker and Photos Space
Which is better, big or small? Alice can't decide! My First
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Birthday Guestbook
Available in Hardback ISBN:
9781912817788 Happy 1st birthday guest book, scrapbook,
keepsake and memory book. Excellent item for guests to
share their well wishes and memories, perfect addition to any
party. This is a papberback book with a matt finish, it contains
70 lined pages.
*Red and Black Lumberjack Themed Happy Birthday Sign In
Party Message Book and Gift Log for First Baby Anniversary
with Space for Visitors to Write Wishes and Comments Rustic buffalo plaid memory journal with cute bear design,
perfect for boys and girls. *Space for 200 guests. *Gift Log
Pages at the end of the book to help with sending thank you
cards and organizing the guest list. * Matte Finish Paperback
- Perfect Bound, 50 Sheets/100 Pages. * 8.25 x 6 inches (
20.9 x 15.2 centimeters) - Soft Cover
Our Baby Boy's First Year Memory Book is an adorable
memory book offering creative ways for parents to capture
the special memories in their baby boy's first year.
Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by AfricanAmerican writer Zora Neale Hurston. It is considered a classic
of the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s, and it is likely
Hurston's best known work.
1st birthday guest book, to guests to share their well wishes.
What’s the actual secret to happiness? Great memories!
Meik Wiking—happiness researcher and New York Times
bestselling author of The Little Book of Hygge and The Little
Book of Lykke—shows us how to create memories that make
life sweet in this charming book. Do you remember your first
kiss? The day you graduated? Your favorite vacation? Or the
best meal you ever had? Memories are the cornerstones of
our identity, shaping who we are, how we act, and how we
feel. In his work as a happiness researcher, Meik Wiking has
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us lasting joy? The Art of Making
Memories examines how mental images are made, stored,
and recalled in our brains, as well as the “art of letting
go”—why we tend to forget certain moments to make room for
deeper, more meaningful ones. Meik uses data, interviews,
global surveys, and real-life experiments to explain the
nuances of nostalgia and the different ways we form
memories around our experiences and recall them—revealing
the power that a “first time” has on our recollections, and why
a piece of music, a smell, or a taste can unexpectedly conjure
a moment from the past. Ultimately, Meik shows how we each
can create warm memories that will stay with us for years.
Combining his signature charm with Scandinavian
forthrightness, filled with infographics, illustrations, and
photographs, and featuring “Happy Memory Tips,” The Art of
Making Memories is an inspiration meditation and practical
handbook filled with ideas to help us make the memories that
will bring us joy throughout our lives.
-8.25 x 8.25 in. -Matte paperback cover -Includes: 30 framed
lined "Share a Memory" pages for notes and stories. 30
framed blank "Share a Memory" pages to paste in handwritten notes, photos, drawings etc.
cat 1st Birthday Guest BookLooking for the cutest Birthday
Guest Book?This is the one!.Our adorably-themed guestbook
offers: - 1 page per Guest to write their Name, Address,
Birthday Wishes & Special Message to the Parents-10 pages
for your favorite Baby's Birthday day photos-10 pages for
your favorite Baby's Birthday day gifts- A Beautiful softcoverformat 8 x 10It makes it the perfect keepsake with memories
and beautiful words from friends and family, to cherish for
years to come
Pink Rubber Duck 1st Birthday Guest Book Looking for the
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Eddie is a wounded war veteran, an old man who has
lived, in his mind, an uninspired life. His job is fixing rides
at a seaside amusement park. On his 83rd birthday, a
tragic accident kills him, as he tries to save a little girl
from a falling cart. He awakes in the afterlife, where he
learns that heaven is not a destination. It's a place where
your life is explained to you by five people, some of
whom you knew, others who may have been strangers.
One by one, from childhood to soldier to old age, Eddie's
five people revisit their connections to him on earth,
illuminating the mysteries of his "meaningless" life, and
revealing the haunting secret behind the eternal
question: "Why was I here?"
A gorgeous slipcased edition of the essential New York
Times bestseller--perfect as a gift for anyone beginning
something new! This gorgeous gift edition of Emily
Winfield Martin's modern classic poem will elevate any
special occasion! With extra pages designed to be
personalized with notes from friends and family, this
volume is sure to be treasured and revisited often. From
brave and bold to creative and clever, Emily Winfield
Martin celebrates all personalities and their potential.
With a beautiful gatefold, gorgeous and moving
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It's a great gift for any occasion, but a
standout for birthdays, baby showers, and graduation
with its loving and inspiring message: Then I'll look at
you, And you'll look at me, And I'll love you, Whoever
you've grown up to be.
Two dramatic works explore the role played by fate in the
lives of boarding house tenants
"With Seussian stuff to touch, spin, and sniff. Based on
and inspired by Dr. Seuss's Happy birthday to
you!"--Cover.
In his twisty, gritty, profoundly moving New York Times
bestselling-debut--also called "mandatory reading" and
selected as an Editors' Choice by the New York
Times--Adam Silvera brings to life a charged, dangerous
near-future summer in the Bronx. This special 5th
Anniversary Edition features an introduction by Angie
Thomas, New York Times bestselling author of The Hate
You Give; a brand-new epilogue by Adam, and more. In
the months after his father's suicide, it's been tough for
sixteen-year-old Aaron Soto to find happiness again--but
he's still gunning for it. With the support of his girlfriend
Genevieve and his overworked mom, he's slowly
remembering what that might feel like. But grief and the
smile-shaped scar on his wrist prevent him from
forgetting completely. When Genevieve leaves for a
couple of weeks, Aaron spends all his time hanging out
with this new guy, Thomas. Aaron's crew notices, and
they're not exactly thrilled. But Aaron can't deny the
happiness Thomas brings or how Thomas makes him
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newfound feelings for him, he considers turning to the
Leteo Institute's revolutionary memory-alteration
procedure to straighten himself out, even if it means
forgetting who he truly is. Why does happiness have to
be so hard?
cat 1st Birthday Guest BookLooking for the cutest
Birthday Guest Book?This is the one!.Our adorablythemed guestbook offers:* 1 page per Guest to write
their Name, Address, Birthday Wishes & Special
Message to the Parents*10 pages for your favorite
Baby's Birthday day photos*10 pages for your favorite
Baby's Birthday day gifts* A Beautiful softcover* format 8
x 10It makes it the perfect keepsake with memories and
beautiful words from friends and family, to cherish for
years to come
Happy 1st Birthday guest book, keepsake and memory
book. Excellent item for guests to share their well wishes
a perfect addition to any party. This book measures 8.5 x
8.5, is a hardback book with a matt finish, it contains 70
lined pages with a section to log gifts.
From New York Times Bestselling author Penelope
Douglas comes a new forbidden love story... JORDAN
He took me in when I had nowhere else to go. He
doesn't use me, hurt me, or forget about me. He doesn't
treat me like I'm nothing, take me for granted, or make
me feel unsafe. He remembers me, laughs with me, and
looks at me. He listens to me, protects me, and sees me.
I can feel his eyes on me over the breakfast table, and
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My sister once
told
me there are no good men, and if you
find one, he's probably unavailable. Only Pike Lawson
isn't the unavailable one. I am. PIKE I took her in,
because I thought I was helping. She'd cook a few meals
and clean up a little. It was an easy arrangement. As the
days go by, though, it's becoming anything but easy. I
have to stop my mind from drifting to her and stop
holding my breath every time I bump into her in the
house. I can't touch her, and I shouldn't want to. The
more I find my path crossing hers, though, the more
she's becoming a part of me. But we're not free to give
into this. She's nineteen, and I'm thirty-eight. And her
boyfriend's father. Unfortunately, they both just moved
into my house. *BIRTHDAY GIRL is a stand-alone,
contemporary romance suitable for ages 18+.
Football 1st Birthday Guest Book Looking for the cutest
Birthday Guest Book? This is the one!. Our adorably-themed
guestbook offers: * 1 single-sided page per Guest to write
their Name, Address, Birthday Wishes & Special Message to
the Parents * Space for your favorite Baby's Birthday day
photos * BONUS 5 gift log pages at the back of the book * A
Beautiful artistic softcover * High-quality thick binding with
durable white paper * Square format 8.5 x 8.5 It makes it the
perfect keepsake with memories and beautiful words from
friends and family, to cherish for years to come
Give a birthday book instead of a birthday card! Under the
cover flap, write a personal note about this special day.
Adorable illustrations and a read-aloud story will be a favorite
with toddlers. Embellished cover includes lift-a-flap for
personalization Includes envelope and seal Trade your
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memories; framed blank pages to paste in hand-written notes,
photos, etc., and framed pages with 4 lines and blank space
to include a written note or memory and photo or drawing.
Today’s your birthday, shout HOORAY! It’s your special day
today. We love the things that make you, YOU! Let’s
celebrate the whole day through.
The hidden brain is the voice in our ear when we make the
most important decisions in our lives—but we’re never aware
of it. The hidden brain decides whom we fall in love with and
whom we hate. It tells us to vote for the white candidate and
convict the dark-skinned defendant, to hire the thin woman
but pay her less than the man doing the same job. It can
direct us to safety when disaster strikes and move us to
extraordinary acts of altruism. But it can also be manipulated
to turn an ordinary person into a suicide terrorist or a group of
bystanders into a mob. In a series of compulsively readable
narratives, Shankar Vedantam journeys through the latest
discoveries in neuroscience, psychology, and behavioral
science to uncover the darkest corner of our minds and its
decisive impact on the choices we make as individuals and as
a society. Filled with fascinating characters, dramatic
storytelling, and cutting-edge science, this is an engrossing
exploration of the secrets our brains keep from us—and how
they are revealed.
foxes 1st Birthday Guest BookLooking for the cutest Birthday
Guest Book?This is the one!.Our adorably-themed guestbook
offers:* 1 page per Guest to write their Name, Address,
Birthday Wishes & Special Message to the Parents*10 pages
for your favorite Baby's Birthday day photos*10 pages for
your favorite Baby's Birthday day gifts* A Beautiful softcover*
format 8 x 10It makes it the perfect keepsake with memories
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A baby's first
birthday
is a special celebration to be
remembered! Filled with all sorts of birthday fun for little ones,
this engaging board book with touch-and-feel elements
introduces Baby to all the wonderful delights of a birthday
party!
If I could keep you little, I'd keep you close to me. But then I'd
miss you growing into who you're meant to be! If I Could
Keep You Little speaks straight to every parent's heart,
exploring the powerful feeling of wanting your child to grow up
while savoring every moment. Sure to become a new favorite,
this book showcases author/illustrator Marianne Richmond's
ability to beautifully illustrate the complex emotions we all
have.

Celebrate the one-year-olds in your life with this
perfect first-birthday gift! You're one! You are one of
a kind. Great things come in ones. Which ones will
we find? In this lively and fun-filled board book
celebrating the number one, babies and their favorite
grown-ups will enjoy finding all the ways in which
number one is special: one tummy to tickle, one
mouth for eating birthday cake, one moon, one sun...
and one YOU! Children will love having their special
age celebrated in such a personal way, and parents
will appreciate the easy introduction to counting and
super-simple math as baby gets comfortable with the
idea of one as a number. It's a perfect gift for first
birthdays and baby's first Christmas--or anytime your
little ONE is celebrated! And look for the companion
book, You're Two!, for all the two-year-olds in your
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Happy 1st birthday guest book, to guests to share
Birthday Guest Book
their well wishes, and place photos and memories.
This sweet memory Birthday Book has doodle and
drawing pages, journal pages and photo frame
pages to record that special first birthday. This is a
130 page book with a glossy cover. Add your child's
hand prints and foot prints to the pages. A special
section for gift recording is provided.
Never forget the names of your special guests with
this First Birthday Guest Book! This 1st birthday
guest book or sign-in book is filled with 50+ sheets of
perfectly lined paper for your guests to sign and 50+
pages of blank paper for photos, drawings or gift
recorder. This vintage jungle/zoo themed guest book
makes a perfect birthday memory book, keepsake
book, album or scrapbook for any sweet boy or girl
turning ONE! With a full-color glossy SOFT cover,
and custom 8.25" x 6" size, this guest book will look
stunning on the entrance table to any baby birthday
party. Birthday Guest Books are perfect for: First
Birthday Parties Toddler Birthday Parties Keepsake
& Memory Books Albums & Scrapbooks Autograph
& Message Books And many, many more.....
Congratulations! You're ready to celebrate!
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy
approaches the time when he will receive a life
assignment from the Elders, but his selection leads
him to a mysterious man known as the Giver, who
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Beautiful Birthday Guest Book and Celebration
Birthday Guest Book
Memory Book allows your family and friends to script
a note, write letters, draw and doodle in this 100
page book. Lovely Photo Pages provided to make
your Memory book complete. A Gift Record section
is also included. Celebrate and Remember Always!
Happy Birthday Una is a personalized kids activity
book, it includes personalized crosswords, word
searches, number puzzles, jokes, drawing and
coloring >It is suitable for children between 6-11
years old It is the perfect birthday present for Una,
and is a great keepsake for parents to remember
their child's early years and birthdays This
personalized book is available for other names also
This is a great gift for children and an amazing
keepsake for parents Happy Birthday Una
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